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Abstract. This paper describes the focus of the dissertation to combine
probabilistic graphical models with nonparametric approaches. We discuss related work, develop a research framework and present first results
of one and a half year of research.
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Introduction

The probabilistic graphical model language is frequently used in medical diagnosis, bio-statistics, ecology, maintenance, etc. and results in probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) [22] [13]. In a PGM, variables are modeled as nodes and
the relationships between the variables as connections between the nodes [11].
The strength of the influence (modeled as arrows), is contained in a conditional
probability table. For each state of the influencing variable, the influenced variable has a different probability distribution. One famous PGM based application
called Pathfinder assists practitioners with diagnosis of lymph-node diseases [8].
Of course PGMs also have downsides. Two basic versions of PGMs allow for
either only discrete variables or for only Gaussian distributed variables which is
a strong limitation when representing real-world phenomena [11]. These limitations that restrict the potential outcomes to certain families/types of functions
(e.g. on Gaussian distributions) are called parametric assumptions. This means
that PGMs alone do not fulfill the four characteristics mentioned above. Models that do not have these strong assumptions are called nonparametric. Two
promising nonparametric concepts are infinite mixture models and Gaussian
processes (GPs). Mixture model based methods combine as many individual
models as needed to get a combined more complex model with less limitations.
GP based methods are mostly used in time series modeling and represent a
distribution over functions by making probabilistic assumptions about similarity of observed and unobserved data points [16, 18]. Often these nonparametric
approaches bring other downsides like higher computational costs.
?
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Consequently, the dissertation attempts to combine PGMs with mixture
models and GPs. Additionally, new algorithms to use the models will be developed. If possible a real-world application from healthcare is used as an evaluation for the developed approaches. This results in 4 research questions for the
dissertation:
RQ 1: How can PGMs and nonparametric approaches be combined
to increase the expressive power of the resulting model?
RQ 2: How can existing query answering algorithms both be transferred to new graphical models with higher expressive power?
a) approximate vs. exact
b) grounded vs. lifted
RQ 3: How can new models and query answering algorithms support
real-world application in healthcare?
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Related Work

In this section, the current state of the research along the dimensions of the
research framework is reviewed. Table 1 contains the main literature by subtopic for each dimension.
Table 1. Most relevant literature by research dimension and subtopic
Dimension
Models

Query answering

Subtopic
Probabilistic graphical models
Mixture models
Gaussian processes
Exact Inference
Approximate Inference
Lifting

Most relevant literature
[11, 14]
[2, 6]
[16, 1, 17]
[12, 19]
[3, 9]
[20, 4, 5]

Bayesian networks have been already combined with nonparametric mixture
models to get nonparametric Bayesian networks where the number of components can basically grow dependent on the data fed into the model [10, 7]. Another nonparametric model that can be combined with PGMs is the GP model.
[16] has triggered a lot of research in the area of GPs. A good intuition for a
GP is a distribution over functions. This means instead of learning one single
function or a single distribution, GPs allow to learn a Bayesian distribution over
functions.
GPs use kernel functions (also known as covariance functions) to describe
how strongly correlated different data points are (usually depending on their
distance). If one point is observed it influences the distribution in the other
points. GPs are often used to describe time series models. Therefore they can
be related with Dynamic PGMs which also describe developments along a time
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series. [21] formulated in his PhD Thesis: “All of the typical linear time series
models such as autoregressive, moving average, autoregressive moving average,
and the Kalman Filter are equivalent to a GP with the appropriate covariance
matrix.” The challenge is to find the appropriate kernel function that results in
a desired covariance matrix structure. [17] have explored the kernel function for
a specific Near Constant Acceleration Kalman filter and [16] has described the
kernel function for a simple markov chain.
The existing links between PGMs and GPs are limited to one random variable. In
another context multi-output GPs have been already used [1]. The dissertation
will continue the work on bringing PGMs and GPs together while also including
multi-output situations.
For exact query answering in PGMs we build upon the well-know junction
tree algorithm developed by Lauritzen et al. [12] and combine it with the new
model types. As much as possible of the query answering should also be transferred to the lifted case. In lifting isomorphic random variables are grouped
together and algorithms try to only use representatives for the groups to speed
up query answering [15]. Braun and Möller [4] have already lifted the junction
tree algorithm.
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Dissertation Plan

The research questions can be structured into a research frame work. Figure 1
shows that each question is one dimension of the framework.

Fig. 1. Translation of research questions into general research framework
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In the related work, we already described research that has already been
performed in the framework but the aim of the dissertation is to full this cube
as dense as possible.
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First Results

In the first one and a half years of the dissertation first research results have
been generated:
– Efficient Query Answering in Complex Gaussian Mixture models:
The paper describes an approach for approximate inference in Gaussian Mixture models when the number of components gets very large. Published in
Proceedings of the ICBK 2019, 2019, IEEE, p.81-86.
– Constructing Gaussian Processes for Probabilistic Graphical Models: The paper describes the conversion of two types of PGMs into GPs
and develops the according kernel function. Published in Proceedings of the
33rd International Florida Artificial Intelligence Research Society Conference
(FLAIRS-20), 2020.
– Lifted Query Answering in Gaussian Bayesian Networks: The paper describes a lifted query answering algorithm for Gaussian Bayesian Networks. Accepted for publishing at the Conference for Probabilistic Graphical
Models 2020.
– Constructing Gaussian Processes for Dynamic Gaussian Bayesian
Networks: The paper describes a more general kernel function allowing
the construction of GP for multidimensional Dynamic Gaussian Bayesian
Networks with arbitrary inter-time connections. Under Review.
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Outlook

Up until now we developed first results in most of the theoretical bricks of our
framework. To answer research question 1 only one further generalization of
PGMs into GPs is missing. The open pieces to answer research question 1 are
mainly to look into lifted query answering for Gaussian Processes and to look
into generalizing the lifted query answering for Gaussian Bayesian Networks
to also handle hybrid networks. For research question 3 we have established a
connection to university hospital to detail out a real-world application to evaluate
our theoretical work.
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